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Let G be a finite group and H be an operator group of G. Suppose that H is
 .p G -solvable. Then G is solvable if G has a nilpotent maximal H-invariant
subgroup M, with M having no quotient group isomorphic to D . We also prove2 8
that G is solvable, if H acts non-trivially on G but acts trivially on all proper
H-invariant subgroups in an appropriately chosen class subgroups. The detailed
structure of such a group G is determined. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xA well known theorem of Thompson G, Theorem 10.3.2 states that if a
finite group G has a maximal nilpotent subgroup with odd order, then G is
w xsolvable. Janko J generalized this Theorem by replacing the odd order
maximal nilpotent subgroup by a maximal nilpotent subgroup with a Sylow
2-subgroup of class 2. Suppose that H is p-solvable for every prime
 .p g p G . In this paper, we prove a generalization of these theorems by
replacing the nilpotent maximal subgroup with a nilpotent maximal H-in-
variant subgroup M of G with M having no quotient group isomorphic to2
D . Thompson's Theorem and Janko's Theorem can be viewed as the8
special cases, where H acts trivially on G, and G has a restricted Sylow
2-subgroup, respectively. Similarly, we prove that G is solvable, if H acts
non-trivially on G but acts trivially on appropriately chosen proper H-in-
variant subgroups of G. It is not surprising that the detailed structure of
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such a group is very restricted. Some examples are given to show that the
generalization is not trivial, and the restrictive hypotheses cannot be
removed.
w xAll the groups in this paper are finite. M N denotes the semidirect of
M by N. p denotes a set of primes. A finite group G is called p-solvable
if every composition factor of G is either a p-group with p g p or a
p 9-group. By definition, we can easily show the following:
 .1 G is p-solvable if and only if every chief factor of G is either a
p-group with p g p or a p 9-group.
 .2 G is p-solvable if and only if G is p-solvable for every p g p .
 .3 Let N eG. The G is p-solvable if and only if both N and GrN
are p-solvable.
2. THEOREMS
LEMMA 1. Let G be a finite group and H be an operator group of G.
 .Suppose that H is p G -sol¨ able. If H acts irreducibly on G, then G is an
elementary abelian p-group.
Proof. Nothing needs to be proved if H s 1. It is clear that H acts
 .irreducibly on G if and only if HrC G does. We may assume thatH
 .C G s 1. That is, H acts faithfully on G. Consider H / 1. Let L be aH
minimal normal subgroups of H. Since H acts faithfully and irreducibly on
 .G, we have that C L , the H-invariant subgroup, must be the identityG
 < < < <.  .  .group 1. We claim that G , L s 1} ) . Since H is p G -solvable, L is
 .   ..either a p-subgroup for a prime p g p G , or L is a p G 9 subgroup.
 .  .Assume that L is a p-subgroup with p g p G . Since C L s 1, theG
< < <  . <  .  < < .orbit formula, G s C L q kp ' 1 mod p , implies that G , p s 1, aG
  ..  . wcontradiction. Therefore L is a p G 9-subgroup and so ) holds. By K,
x  .7.5, Glauberman Theorem for every prime p g p G , there exists P g
 .Syl G such that P is L-invariant. The same theorem yields that thep
 .L-invariant Sylow p-subgroup is unique since C L s 1. Since Le H, weG
 h.L  L.h h hhave P s P s P for every h g H. By uniqueness, P s P and
so P is H-invariant. Again, the irreducibleness yields that G s P and
 .F P s 1. The lemma is proved.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite group and H be an operator group of G.
 .Suppose that H is p G -sol¨ able. If there exists a nilpotent maximal H-in-
¨ariant subgroup M of G with M ha¨ing no quotient group isomorphic to D ,2 8
then G is sol¨ able.
Proof. Assume that this is false and let G be a counterexample with
minimal order. Then
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 .1 M contains no non-trivial H-invariant normal subgroup N of G.
Assume this is false and let 1 / N be a non-trivial H-invariant normal
subgroup N contained in M. Then H acts on GrN in a natural way. MrN
 .is a nilpotent maximal H-invariant subgroup of GrN. GrH, H satisfies
 .the hypotheses of G, H . Our minimal choice implies that GrN is
solvable. Since N F M and M is nilpotent, G is solvable, a contradiction.
 .2 M is a Hall subgroup of G.
 .  .  .In fact, let p g p M and P g Syl M . Then both P and N P arep G
 .H-invariant subgroups of G. M F N P since M is nilpotent. If M -G
 .  .  .  .N P then N P s G and so P eG, contrary to 1 . Hence N P s M.G G G
 .  .By a basic property of p-groups, P g Syl G . Part 1 holds.p
 .  .3 G is p-nilpotent for every prime p g p M .
 .  .Let p g p M and P g Syl M . Consider the H-invariant subgroupsp
 .   ..  .   ..  .1 / ZJ P and N ZJ P . By 1 , N ZJ P - G by 1 . Note thatG G
 .   ..   ..M F N P F N ZJ P . We have that N ZJ P s M is p-nilpotent.G G G
w x  .If p is odd, G1, Theorem 8.3.1 implies that G is p-nilpotent. If p s 2, 2
 .  .  .yields that P g Syl M l Syl G and so N P s M is 2-nilpotent.2 2 G
w x  .Yoshida's Theorem Y, 4.2 implies that G is 2-nilpotent. Part 3 holds.
 . w x  .  .By 3 , G s K M, where K s F O G is the normal p M -pgp M . p9
complement of M in G. Certainly, K is a characteristic subgroup of G.
w xHence K is an M H-invariant subgroup of G. We prove that MH acts
irreducibly on K. In fact, if K is an MH-invariant subgroup of K with1
1 / K - K, then K M is an H-invariant subgroup of G with M - K M1 1 1
w x  .- KM s G, contrary to our assumption. Note that M H is p G -solva-
 .ble, since M is nilpotent and H is p G -solvable. By Lemma 1, K is an
elementary abelian group. Note that both K and M are nilpotent. We
have that G is solvable, contrary to our choice. This shows that there exists
no counterexample. The theorem is proved.
 .LEMMA 3. Let M be a subgroup of G. Suppose that M / 1 and N P FG
 .M for e¨ery non-tri¨ ial p-subgroup P of M and e¨ery prime p g p M . Then
M is a Hall subgroup of G and G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius
complement M.
 .  .  .Proof. Let p g p M and P g Syl M . Since N P F M, we havep G
 .P g Syl G . Therefore M is a Hall subgroup of G. If there exists x g Gp
x < < x <with M l M / 1 then there exists a prime p with p M l M .
 x.  . xLet 1 / P g Syl M l M . We have N P F M l M , and so P gp G
 .  .  x. x  .Syl G l Syl M l Syl M . Since both P and P g Syl M , therep p p p
exists m g M such that P m s P xy1 by the Sylow theorem. This implies
 . xthat x g MN P F M. This shows that M l M s 1, ; x g G y M.G
Therefore G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius complement M.
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THEOREM 4. Let G be a finite group and H be an operator group of G.
 .Suppose that H is p G -sol¨ able. Suppose that H acts non-tri¨ ially on G but
H acts tri¨ ially on e¨ery proper H-in¨ariant subgroup of G. Then G is sol¨ able.
Furthermore
 . w x  .1 Gr G, H is cyclic and C s C H eG and C is an abelianG
subgroup. E¨ery proper H-in¨ariant subgroup is contained in C and hence is
abelian.
 .2 G is metabelian.
Proof. First we prove that G is solvable. Assume that this is false and
let G be a counterexample with minimal order. By Lemma 1, H cannot act
irreducibly on G. Therefore there exists an H-invariant subgroup G with1
 .1 / G / G. Let C s C H . Our assumption yields that C is the unique1 G
maximal H-invariant subgroup of G. Certainly, 1 / G F C - G. Suppose1
that P is a non-trivial p-subgroup of C. Then H acts trivially on P and
 .  .  .N P is an H-invariant subgroup of G. If N P ) C, then N P s GG G G
and so P eG. Consider H acting on GrP in the natural way. First we
<  . <assume that H acts trivially on GrP. If p GrP ) 1, then H acts
 .trivially on a Sylow q-subgroup for every q g p G and hence H acts
 .trivially on G, a contradiction. If p GrP F 1, then both GrP and P are
solvable, and so is G, a contradiction. Therefore we can assume that H
 .acts non-trivially on GrP. Now GrP, H satisfies the hypotheses of
 .G, H . The minimal choice of G yields that GrP is solvable. Again,
 .we get G is solvable, which contradicts our choice. Hence N P - GG
for every non-trivial p-subgroup P of C. Our assumption implies that
 . w xN P F C. Lemma 3 implies that G s F C is a Frobenius group withG
Frobenius kernel F and Frobenius complement C. It is clear that F - G
and F is H-invariant. Our assumption forces that F F C, and hence
G s C, a contradiction. This shows that there is no counterexample, and
so G is solvable.
 . w xNow we prove 1 . Since H acts trivially on Gr G, H but non-trivially
w x  :w xon G, 'g g G such that g, H / 1, and g G, H is an H-invariant
 :w xsubgroup of G. Our assumption yields that G s g G, H ; therefore
w x < <Gr G, H is cyclic. We prove that CeG by induction on G . If C s 1,
 . xthere is nothing to prove. We consider C / 1. Set Core C s F C .x g G
 .Suppose Core C s 1. Then there is no non-trivial normal subgroup of G
 .contained in C. For p g p C , let 1 / P be a p-subgroup of C. Since
 .  .  .N P is H-invariant and N P / G, we have N P F C. Now G sG G G
w xK C by Lemma 3, where K is the Frobenius kernel; K is H-invariant.
 .The same argument as above yields a contradiction. Thus we have Core C
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 ./ 1. Consider H acting on G s GrCore C . Suppose H acts non-trivially
 .  .on G. Then G, H satisfies the hypotheses of G, H , and the unique
 .  .maximal H-invariant subgroups of G, C H \ LrCore C , is normal inG
G, by induction. It is clear that L G C and L / G. It follows that
w x  .C s LeG. If H acts trivially on G, then G, H F Core C F C. Since
w x w x w xGr G, H is cyclic, we have that Cr G, H eGr G, H , and so CeG.
w x w xNow we prove that C is abelian. If G, H s G, since CeG and C, H s
w x w x1, we have that C, H, G s 1 s G, C, H . The Three Subgroup Lemma
w x w x  .yields that H, G, C s 1, and hence G s G, H F C C ; C lies in theG
w xcenter of G and is an abelian subgroup. Assume that G, H - G. Then
w xG, H F C and H acts trivially on both GrC and C. Since H acts
w xnon-trivially on G, there exists an element g g G such that g, H / 1
 :  :and g C s G. Since H acts trivially on g CrC, for any element h g H,
there exists an unique element c g C such that g h s c g. We will proveh h
 .that GrZ C is cyclic and C is abelian. For any element x g C, CeG
g g  g .hyields that x g C. Since H acts trivially on C, we get x s x s
 y1 .h  h.y1 h h y1 y1g xg s g x g s g c xc g ;h g H. Thus xc s c x for anyh h h h
 . h  . :element x g C. Hence c g Z C and g s c g g Z C g . Sinceh h
 .  . :  h < :Z C char CeG, Z C g is a subgroup of G. Hence G s g h g H1
 . :F Z C g . It is clear that g g G ; G is H-invariant, and H acts1 1
 . :non-trivially on G . By our assumption, G s G F Z C g ; it follows that1 1
 .  .GrZ C is cyclic. In particular, CrZ C is cyclic, hence C is abelian.
 .Since G is solvable, G9 - G and G9 is H-invariant. Part 1 implies that
 .G9 - C; hence GrC is abelian. Therefore G is metabelian, and 2 is
proved.
COROLLARY 5. Let G be a group and H be an operator group of G.
 .Suppose that H is p G -sol¨ able. Suppose H acts tri¨ ially on e¨ery H-in-
¨ariant metabelian subgroup of G. Then H acts tri¨ ially on G.
Proof. Assume that this is false and let G be a counterexample of
minimal order. Since the hypotheses in Corollary 5 are inherited for
H-invariant subgroups, by the choice of G, H acts trivially on every proper
 .H-invariant subgroup of G. G, H satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4,
therefore G is a metabelian group itself. Thus H acts trivially on G,
contrary to our choice. This shows that there is no counterexample, and
the corollary is proved.
THEOREM 6. Let G be a finite group and H be an operator group of G.
 .Suppose that H is p G -sol¨ able. If H acts non-tri¨ ially on G but acts tri¨ ially
on e¨ery proper H-in¨ariant metabelian of G, then G is sol¨ able, and G has
the properties mentioned in Theorem 4.
Proof. We only need to prove that H acts trivially on every proper
H-invariant subgroup of G. Let G be an arbitrary proper H-invariant1
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 .subgroup of G. Then G , H satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 5.1
Corollary 5 yields that H acts trivially on G . Now Theorem 4 implies our1
theorem.
Theorem 6 can be viewed as a generalization of the related results
w xin W .
3. REMARKS
The following examples show that our hypotheses are necessary, and the
generalizations are not trivial.
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be a nonabelian simple group. Consider H s G
acting on G by conjugation. The only proper H-invariant subgroup of G is
the identity subgroup 1. It certainly is cyclic and H acts trivially on it. But
we cannot say any more about the structure of G. However, in the case H
 .is p-solvable for every prime p g p G , the structure of G is very
w xrestricted W, H-H .
Our next example shows that there exists a solvable group which has no
nilpotent maximal subgroup, but has a nilpotent maximal H-invariant
subgroup for a suitable operator group H. In this case, the solvability
follows from our theorem but does not follow from Janko's Theorem.
 .EXAMPLE 2. Let C denote a cyclic group of order p. Aut C is ap 11
w x . w :cyclic group of order 10. We define G s C = C C = C s a =11 11 5 5
 :x :  :.b c = d as
11 11 w x 5 5 w xa s b s 1 s a, b , c s b s 1 s c, d ,
ac s a4 , bc s b5, ad s a5, bd s b4 .
It is easy to prove that G is well defined and G is solvable. Consider a
acts on G such that
aa s b , ba s a, ca s d , da s c.
 :Then a is an automorphism of G with order 2. H s a acts on G.
 .1 G has no nilpotent maximal subgroup of G.
< <Since G is solvable, if M is a maximal subgroup of G, then G: M s 5
< <  :  :. :or 11. Assume that G: M s 5. Then M s a = b m , where m is
an element in M with order 5. If M is nilpotent, then m commutes with
both a and b. Without loss of generality, we can assume that m s cid j.
m 4 i5 j m 5 i4 j i j  . j iThen a s a s a and b s b s b , i.e., 4 5 ' 1 mod 11 4 5 ' 1
 . 2  . iq2 j  .mod 11 . Since 5 ' 4 mod 11 , we get that 4 ' 1 mod 11 and
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2 iqj  .  .4 ' 1 mod 11 . Since 4 is of exponent 5 mod 11 , we have that
 .  .  .  .i q 2 j ' 0 mod 5 and 2 i q j ' 0 mod 5 . That is, 5 i q j and 5 i y j ;
< <it follows that 5 i and 5 j and hence m s 1, a contradiction. Therefore M
is not nilpotent.
< <Suppose G: M s 11. Without loss of generality, we can assume that M
 :  : i jcontains c = d and M has an element m s a b of order 11. Then
j 5 j y4 j 4 i 5 j y4 i y4 j c y4 j  :b s b b s a b a b s m m g M. If b / 1, then b F M,
w :x :  :. j iand hence M s b c = d . If b s 1, then a / 1; the same argu-
w :x :  :.ment yields that M s a c = d . Neither of these is nilpotent.
 .  :  :  :2 c = d is a nilpotent maximal a -invariant subgroup.
 :  : w :xIn fact, if c = d - M - G, then, as we proved before, M s a
 :  :. w :x :  :.  :c = d , or M s b c = d . Neither of these is a -invariant.
 :  :  :It is clear that c = d is a nilpotent a -invariant subgroup, and
 .hence 2 holds.
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